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Abstract :  For the success of any industry, it is very necessary to get the clear idea about what the customer demands. If the producer gets 

the clear idea about the demand of consumer then the product success will be there and in turn will raise the sales. The cloth industry is one of 
the biggest industries of India, and India is one of the world largest consumer market. It is one of the most difficult tasks to get the factors which 
will affect the demand of the particular product. The research work form the basis of its analysis on the basis of the concept of Apriori 
Algorithm which has its concept for the factor combination frequency and calculate the frequency of occurrences of each factor, i.e. support. 
The research work implies to find the factors which results in the decline of the sales of the particular product and one which influence the 

customers in buying a particular product. In this work, the comparison of the data mining algorithms like arpriori ,fapriori  is done with the Four 
checkpoint based factor association algorithm , which after determining the support also works on the priority of the factors and the results 

which are achieved are quite impressive and helps in the accurate factors combinations on  which actual work is required to be done. 

IndexTerms – Product Demand Analysis, Factor Combination Predication, Opinion Mining, Apriori Algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is regularly exhausted differed steps. Notwithstanding, the data being mined is amassed from entirely unexpected 

sources that we will in general imply as data providers.  

 

Fig 1 Baseline Architecture 

In shifted structures, data providers are physically passed on, framing the base degree of the benchmark set up of data mining 

frameworks, as appeared inside the fig 1 data providers are the data owners, and are relied on to present their (private) data to the 

data allotment center server, that shapes the middle degree of the thinking of. for instance, in a web review structure, the 

assessment respondents are the data providers World Health Organization demonstrate their data to the characterize instrument, 

that holds the data stowage server.  

The DM tallies are for the preeminent half utilized on the undertakings of solicitation, association the executives and pack.  

1) Association Rule: Association assessment fuses the disclosure of associated pointers, displaying quality see and conditions that 

happen as regularly as possible during a surrendered game arrangement of data.  
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2) Classification: Classification is that the system of finding a game-plan of models (or restricts) that delineates and comprehends 

data classes or considerations, with the final word goal of getting the ability to utilize the model to anticipate classification of 

things whose class name is dim.  

3) Bunch: Clustering Analysis issues the trouble of rot or apportioning an information set (by and tremendous multivariate) into 

get-togethers all together that the focuses during a solitary social gathering scoff each other and are as entirely unexpected as 

would be modest from the fixations in differed parties. [1]  

The solo arrangement of cases, that joins perceptions, highlight vectors, or data things, into bundles is called as pack. a major 

enter wildcat data assessment; the trouble of bundle has attracted scientists in influenced controls and affiliations. 

Notwithstanding, pack is wonderful to unravel and furthermore the refinement in estimations and settings crosswise over 

completed social occasions has decreased the pace at that fundamental nonexclusive methods for knowledge and considerations 

are recorded. The work attempts to separate pack cases and shows a concise design of representation bundle comes closer from a 

point of view that shows up attestation precisely, close delineation on the basic musings, hailed by pack masters as fundamental. 

This work looks into the presence structures of pack, inside sight methods, finding cross-cutting subjects and immense advances 

inside the field. [2]The include like way outlines vital applications in context of pack tallies, for instance, picture division, data 

recuperation and article assertion. Since it appears from wide examination, a true blue bundle can contain plans that are relative 

instead of a case having a region with another group. There exists a lot of techniques for adapting to and tending to data, gathering 

data segments and assessing closeness (likeness) in data sections that a great deal of the time comprehend partner combination of 

groups, both rich, all things considered cluttering.  

To extra right now see pack, it's vital to imagine starting the capability between bundle (solo solicitation) and separate assessment 

(controlled depiction). Composed depiction combines the abstention of pre-gathered representations that are named. the trouble to 

be settled bends round the stepping of partner unlabeled case to its impressive pack, and for the most part the game plans, in 
advance named are utilized for accomplishment the outline of classed, that are then wont to name a fresh out of the box new out 

of the instrumentality new delineation. Inside the instance of bundle, the trouble issues the task of unlabeled cases into basic 

packs. [2]In a methods these engravings are identified with bundles similarly, in any case into characterizations that are data 

driven, which means they're obtained exclusively from this data. thought about productive in wildcat case assessment, basic 

expert, AI conditions, gathering, data preparing, picture division, characterize solicitation and record recuperation, bundle goes 

facing issue as an aftereffects of gathering activity of data. In differed near issues in lightweight of nonattendance of or being 

pressed for before data, for instance, right models with respect to the data, the essential activity fit should fall back on questions, a 

lesser scope of that is viewed as engaging. In this implies, underneath these deterrents the pack framework is extremely shoddy 

inside the assessment of between relationship among the data focuses to shape, methodicallly fundamental, assessments of this 

structure. Partner communicating used by some of assessment social events to clear up the strategy for get-together unlabeled 

data, one encounters contrastive repercussions, affiliations, procedure and wordings for segments of 'clustering'. Likewise, it's 

from here that the trouble joining the level of this outline, stems, since it'd be a huge trek to frame a serious overview with the a 
lot of forming open for this field. for instance, the straightforwardness of the characterize itself would be an investigate the need 

to suit moving presumptions and vocabularies related with "clustering" from composed social occasions. [2] 

II. RELATED WORK 

Javed and Singh 2018[30], Agriculture is the foundation of the Indian country. Notwithstanding the way where those titanic 

areas in India have been brought submerged structure, just a single third of the modified part is flooded. The capability of 

agribusiness is low. So as the interest of sustenance is expanding, the experts, ranchers, agricultural masters and government are 

attempting to put additional exertion and structures for more age. In addition, as such, the agrarian data manufactures all around 

requested. As the volume of data makes, it requires customized course for these data to be expelled when required. Still today, a not 

a great deal of agriculturists are genuinely utilizing the new techniques, instruments and plan of producing for better creation. Data 

mining can be utilized for predicting the future instances of rustic techniques. In our proposed work, we have planned a 

computation using the checkpoints to find the mixes which are hampering the creation thusly as opposed to managing the each and 

every possible factor, tackling the specific elements will help us with keeping up the equalization out and better country generation. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed work aims to find the factor combinations which are most feasible to work out to improve the demand of the 

product.  

The proposed work will results in finding the factor combinations in which the focus is desired to improve the conversions. In 

order to work out the feasibility of the proposed work, we have compared the results with the AprioriAlgorithm ,FApriori 

Algorithm. , the more the factor combinations the algorithm finds, less feasible will be the algorithm as we are try to find the best 

factor combinations as working for the improvement of the larger number of factor combinations is not feasible both in terms of 

time as cost involved.  For find the best feasible factors we will perform  the survey using the questions related to the products 

factors and on the basis of the result obtained, the priority of factors is decided.   
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Proposed Algorithm 
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IV. RESULT ANALYSIS AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The comparison of the sample data set is done using the various approaches and the results of that is shown in graph and tables. 

  

TABLE 1 RESULT ANALYSIS ALL 
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Fig 2 Algorithms Comparison Graph 

IV. Conclusion 
The exploration work infers to discover the components which results in the decay of the offers of the specific item and one 

which impact the clients in purchasing a specific item. In this work, the examination of the data mining calculations like arpriori 

,fapriori is finished with the Four checkpoint based factor affiliation calculation , which subsequent to determining the help 

likewise takes a shot at the need of the elements and the outcomes which are accomplished are very great and aides in the precise 

components mixes on which real work is required to be finished. 
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